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Executive Summary

i. Introduction

It is now clear that the original promise to
anchor K-12 education to higher education
and backmap the Common Core Mathematics
Standards (CCMS) from the upper grades down
to the primary grades was empty rhetoric. Higher
education has scarcely been involved at all, with
the exception of the institutions that agreed to
place high school students who pass a Common
Core-based high school examination directly into
credit-bearing freshman coursework (without
remediation) in return for their states receiving
“Race to the Top” grant funds.

Americans are currently barraged with sales pitches
to support implementation of the Common Core
Standards (CCS) in K-12 education. Protesting
parents and other critics are demonized or ignored.
Unprecedented sums of money are being spent to
convince us that we must implement the CCS and
the tests based on them because we need higher
academic achievement to compete with other
countries in a global economy. (And because Bill
Gates and his foundation think the whole project
is a good idea.)1
The assumption is that the CCS are overall more
demanding than the standards most states had
and or could maintain.2 This report focuses on the
CCS for secondary school mathematics because
it is the gateway to careers in science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM), not
to mention computer science and economics.
As we show, the Common Core Mathematics
Standards (CCMS) are not equal in rigor to their
international peers; in fact, they leave American
students well behind them. Worse yet, the
CCMS unambiguously lower standards in high
school mathematics and, by implication, high
school science.

Because the CCMS are standards for all public
school students in this country, regardless of
achievement level, they are low standards, topping
out at about the level of a weak Algebra II course.
And because this level is to determine “college
readiness” as they define it (which is not remotely
what our public four year college and universities
currently assume it to be), it is apt to mean fewer
high school students taking advanced mathematics
and science coursework before they go to college,
more college freshmen with even less knowledge
of mathematics than currently, and more college
credit-bearing courses set at an international level
of seventh or eighth grade.

The greatest damage to our educational system,
however, may result from the conversion of a
college admission test predictive of students’
ability to do college-level work to one aligned
to the CCMS’s low expectations for secondary
school mathematics.3 Alignment of the SAT to
the CCMS cements these lower expectations
into place for the foreseeable future, degrading
American education at both the secondary and
college level.

However, the greatest harm to higher education
may accrue from the alignment of the SAT to
Common Core’s high school standards, converting
the SAT from an adaptable test predictive
of college work to an inflexible retrospective
test aligned to and locking in a low level of
mathematics. This means that future SAT scores
will be less informative to college admission
counselors than they now are, and that the SAT
will lose its role in locating students with high
STEM potential in high schools with weak
mathematics and science instruction.

This report spells out the dangerous effects
of the CCMS on U.S. secondary and higher
education. Colleges will be harmed in three ways
by the alignment of the SAT (and other) college
admission tests to the lower level of high school
mathematics coursework set by the CCMS.
First, the alignment of major college admission
tests down to the level of the CCS cements the
low CCMS high school standards in place for a
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High-performing countries do tend to have fewer
standards per grade level than our states have
had, but mostly in the lower grades. Elementary
teachers in those countries spend more time with
each standard, go deeper into key concepts, and
guide students toward mastery of them. While
there are a smaller number of CCMS in the lower
grades than were in most U.S. state standards,
there are even fewer CCMS in the upper grades.
This is exactly opposite what is done in the highperforming countries. See the Appendix for the
required topics of study in China’s lower high
school grades for a dramatic confirmation of this.

long time. Second, SAT scores will become less
informative to college admission directors as they
are less correlated with aptitude for college work
and more correlated with measures that are already
available, such as high school grade-point average,
class rank, state high school exit exams, and the
new tests of the two Common Core testing
consortia. Third, the SAT will abandon its role in
locating students with high STEM potential in
high schools with a weak mathematics and science
curriculum.
This report also identifies the features of a highquality testing system, long familiar to European
and East Asian countries, but still unfamiliar
to Americans.

What education systems in high-achieving
countries do is slim down the content in the early
grades with a laser-sharp focus on key material,
such as the introduction of ratios and motion at
constant speed in grade 3 or 4 (at least two to
three years earlier than in the U.S.). Then, taking
advantage of the deeper grasp that those children
have of the foundational material, later courses—
Algebra in grades 7 and 8 and geometry in grades
8 and 9—easily cover the new material to a depth
well beyond what we can usually manage.

ii. How the Common Core
Standards were Developed

A consistent deference to American higher
education was prominent in the early sales pitches
for the CCS. The CCS were to be built from “the
top down,” starting with standards at the upper
secondary level that were appropriate and sufficient
for preparing students for college-level work.
Once those standards were agreed upon, work
would commence on lower secondary standards
appropriate and sufficient to prepare students for
upper secondary work. After those standards were
constructed, work would commence on middle
grade standards appropriate and sufficient for
preparing students for lower secondary work, and
so on down to kindergarten.4

In high-achieving countries, the focused
development of the foundations of mathematics
in the early grades is like the trunk of a tree,
supporting ever-widening content in middle and
high school. In contrast, the CCMS are more like
a tube with reasonable expectations in the lower
grades but no broadening in middle or high school.
Instead of a base of K-5 mathematics knowledge
and skills supporting a full canopy of mathematics
and its applications in high school, the CCMS
support only a few sickly branches. The writers of
the CCMS used a structure that mostly makes
sense for the early grades, but they continued to
use it through middle and high school, where it
does not make much sense at all.

A second theme stressed in the early sales pitches
was the importance of having “fewer, clearer, and
deeper” standards. Anyone following education
policy debates for the past 15 years would often
have heard the expression “a mile wide and an inch
deep.” It was used to criticize U.S. mathematics
standards and textbooks in K-12, and it served
as one explanation for our relatively poor
performance on international tests (although the
information that served as the basis for comparing
what is taught in high-performing countries with
what is taught in this country came from the K-8
grades and not high school).5

But even with the right structure, there would still
be problems with the CCMS in the lowest grades.
Here is a standard for grade 1 that illustrates one
of their failings:
“NBT.4. Add within 100, including adding
a two-digit number and a one-digit number,
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Students learn that subtraction is defined in
terms of addition: e.g., “A - B is that number C so
that when B is added to C we get A.” Moreover,
students learn how to use the definition to find C
when asked. This approach is accessible to children
and emphasizes what matters mathematically.
Whereas in high-achieving countries educators
attempt to “simplify, simplify, simplify” and “focus,
focus, focus,” U.S. educators tend to exhibit a
radical egalitarianism toward standards and
methods: it is deemed inappropriate to label any
one method as superior or inferior to others, so all
must be included and given equal weight.6

and adding a two-digit number and a multiple
of 10, using concrete models or drawings and
strategies based on place value, properties of
operations, and/or the relationship between
addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to
a written method and explain the reasoning
used. Understand that in adding two-digit
numbers, one adds tens and tens, ones and
ones; and sometimes it is necessary to compose
a ten.”

This standard is actually the amalgamation of
several standards that should have been kept
separate. In high-achieving countries, only a small
amount of what is in this standard is covered in
grades 1 and 2. But that limited content alone
takes up much of the instructional time in
these grades.

As a result of a simplified focus, students in highachieving countries learn a relatively small amount
of mathematics by grade 5 or 6, but what they
learn is the foundational material that supports
their mathematical learning for the rest of their
school days: what whole numbers and fractions are;
how to add and multiply them, and consequently
how to subtract and divide them; and finally, how
to place them on the number line. They also learn
about measurement, ratios, rates, and proportions,
and they can solve complex problems involving
these topics. They know this material so thoroughly
that they will never need to visit it again. Then,
based on this carefully developed foundation, they
can and do branch out in the higher grades.

Moreover, much of standard NBT.4 (for
example, “relate the strategy to a written method
and explain the reasoning used”) is absurdly
inappropriate to ask of children in grades 1 and
2. Also, the number of choices given, (“using
concrete models or drawing and strategies based
on place value, properties of operations, and/or the
relationship between addition and subtraction”) is
overwhelming for young students. If this standard
was meant to demonstrate the “fewer, clearer,
deeper” theme, it has failed badly, or maybe even
catastrophically
One might argue that perhaps the writers of this
standard wanted to list all possible methods a U.S.
teacher might use to explain this topic, reflecting
the reasoning that “any way one solves a math
problem is as good as any other.” But these wildly
disparate approaches do not warrant equal stress.
Only strategies based on place value are crucial to
master for later studies.

The required standards for lower secondary school
in China (in the Appendix) far exceed the material
CCMS provides for U.S. students in all high
school grades. The picture that one should have
of the mathematics curriculum in high-achieving
countries is that of a tree with a carefully and fully
developed trunk supporting a massive canopy.
Several years before development of the Common
Core State Standards Initiative (CCSSI), Achieve,
Inc. (an education policy organization directed
by business executives and the governors of the
50 states) completed the American Diploma
Project (ADP).7 ADP’s high school exit standards
were intended to lay out the minimal entry
requirements for colleges and industry for high
school graduates, with the expectation that schools
and states participating in the project would

In contrast, as noted above, the primary grade
standards and textbooks in high-achieving
countries are concise and slim. Just a few
basic principles are stressed. More important,
mathematical advice is followed for selecting both
the core elements and the way textbooks approach
them. For example, in high-achieving countries
like Singapore, Korea, Japan, Hong Kong, Belgium
(Flemish-speaking), and the Czech Republic,
addition is a key topic but not subtraction.
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make this content the baseline for what would
be covered. When CCSSI began, the CCMS for
high school were modeled on ADP’s high school
exit standards, although the CCMS became more
prescriptive as they evolved through several drafts.
The ADP standards were of two types, un-starred
and starred. Topics that the writers thought every
student needed were un-starred, while the starred
items
“…represent content that is recommended for
all students, but is required for those students
who plan to take calculus in college, a requisite
for mathematics and many mathematicsintensive majors.”

Likewise, the CCMS have two types of standards:
unmarked and those marked with a (+). The
unmarked standards are again for all students, but
the (+) standards are now described as “additional
mathematics that students should learn in order to
take advanced courses such as calculus, advanced
statistics, or discrete mathematics.” The “must learn”
in the ADP standards was weakened to “should
learn” in the CCMS, with the implication that
these “advanced courses” are too difficult for all but
the most advanced students.

(later revised) version of the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) 1989
mathematics standards.8 This 258-page document
claimed to overview what mathematics is. It didn’t.
“Mathematical Practice” was included in the
CCMS document against the advice of many
mathematics professors and should be universally
ignored. In practice, too many educators focus on
them to the exclusion of the actual mathematics
standards. As a result, the CCMS are often
interpreted as re-creating the old 1989 NCTM
Standards even though most of those involved in
mathematics education had come to believe the
controversy over the 1989 standards was settled
many years ago. The NCTM document had met
catastrophic failure after significantly lowering
outcomes in every state that attempted a more-orless faithful implementation. California is a good
example. The NCTM standards were adopted
there in 1992. By 1996 the resulting problems had
become so acute that a rebellion led by parents and
the state’s high tech industries forced the state to
create new standards.9

This has profound implications for high school
course offerings. Indeed, the CCMS go on to
read: “All standards without a (+) symbol should
be in the common mathematics curriculum for all
college and career ready students.” In other words,
they are all that college-going students really need.
The CCMS ended up as a political compromise.
The document was designed to look attractive
to both education schools and content experts.
However, in mathematics, these are mostly
incompatible objectives.
Start with a look at the table of contents at the top
of the next column.
The standards break into four incoherent parts:

But, those nostalgic for the original NCTM
standards can wave the CCMS’ “Mathematical
Practice” as evidence that they have been
exonerated. In many cases, in staff, test, or
curriculum development, these three pages are

1. “Mathematical Practice” consists of three pages
designed to attract those whose misunderstanding
of mathematics launched the “math wars” a
quarter-century ago after release of the first
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the only part of the CCMS that is used.10 Indeed,
many authors and even witnesses at state hearings
on Common Core have commented that these
three pages are often shown to educators with the
explanation that “these are the Common Core
Mathematics Standards.”11

What is so disturbing about the example
above is that every problem that can be solved
mathematically must be “well posed.” This means,
in particular, that it can only have one acceptable
solution. But this problem is not well posed. There
is no way of deciding “How many bookmarks”
from the data given. We are not told how many
bookmarks are contained in a crate or a box, or
even if every box or crate has the same number
of bookmarks as any other box or crate. Thus,
the correct answer to this question must be “Any
number is possible.” Indeed, the student whose
mother showed this example to us claimed the
answer was over 100,000.

“Fuzzy math” programs such as Investigations (in
Number, Data, and Space), Everyday Math, Core
Plus, Connected Mathematics Project (CMP), College
Preparatory Mathematics (CPM), and Interactive
Mathematics Project (IMP), produced dismal results
(these programs had been implemented in the vast
majority of California school systems by 1995 or
1996) and parental reaction removed them from
the school curriculum, particularly in California.
Authors of these programs adamantly oppose the
teaching of the standard algorithms, including
those for long multiplication and division, and
discourage memorization of basic number facts
(e.g., the multiplication table). Instead, students
are made dependent on calculators and mental
crutches such as fraction strips and finger
counting.12 Despite their abundant failures, these
programs are now resurfacing based on current
interpretations of CCMS.

Questions like this undermine one of the chief
uses of training in mathematics—the recognition
and need for precision in both verbal statements
and individual thinking.
2. In Kindergarten through Grade 7, the
standards specify key topics students need to
learn to be prepared for basic uses of mathematics
in everyday life. They are mostly well written,
although they are also pedagogically prescriptive.
For example, in the development of fractions in the
elementary grades, we find detailed descriptions
of the pedagogy for presenting them – not just
as suggestions, but as parts of the standards
themselves.

According to Common Core’s David Coleman:
“There are two types of people in math in
my judgment. There are the kind of groovy,
understanding people, and then there are the
mean, rote people.”13

Particular strengths include fractions, basic
geometry, place-value notation, and standard
algorithms (although their development is one
to two years behind the expectations of highachieving countries). Particular weaknesses
include ratios, rates, percentages, preparation for
abstraction, and Algebra.

Are CCS proponents lurching us toward a
repetition of the math wars? Below is an example
of how interpreting the CCMS through the
prism of Mathematical Practice works out in
practice. From a grade 4 Common Core-aligned
worksheet:14

Overall, the K-7 standards in these grades
are better than 90 percent of previous state
standards. They are nearly as good as the old
California, Indiana, and Massachusetts standards
in Kindergarten through grade 5. (This remark
is not meant as praise for CCMS. Rather, it is
a reflection of the abysmal quality of the vast
majority of the previous state standards.)
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3. In Grade 8, the rigor of the standards declines
markedly. Apparently, requiring completion of
Algebra I in grade 8 was deemed unacceptable. So
grade 8 mostly marks time and does a tiny bit of
Algebra around the equations of lines in the plane.
It also begins a strange development of geometry
that is very close to an approach tested in the
former Soviet Union in the late 1970’s and early
1980’s. That approach was rapidly abandoned and
there is virtually no research to support it, certainly
not for large-scale implementation. In both middle
and high school geometry, students are to use only
rotations, translations, and reflections to justify and,
in a few cases, even prove results.15

Nor was the CCSSI-appointed Validation
Committee (VC) a force to be reckoned with.
Although the Validation Committee’s original
charge was to review the work of the standards
writers, evaluate its quality as well as the degree
to which the standards were research-based, and
either demand additional work or declare CCS
valid, this charge was severely weakened in the end.
Moreover, the committee included four non-U.S.
citizens (an Australian, Englishman, German, and
Taiwanese), and R. James Milgram was the only
mathematician on the VC and the only member
with a Ph.D. from outside a school of education.
The VC had originally been charged with adding
a standard it deemed missing provided it supplied
evidence (1) that the standard was essential to
college and career success and (2) that the standard
was internationally comparable. Milgram used
this charge to increase the college readiness level
(in the first CCMS draft) from Algebra I to (a
weak) Algebra II, but he could not get it increased
further. Shortly after this, the VC was stripped
of the power to demand changes in the drafts. In
the end, committee members could only sign or
refuse to sign a letter affirming that the CCS were
research-based and internationally benchmarked.
The letter was signed by 24 of the final 29
members.16

4. In Grades 9-12, the strange development
of geometry continues but now includes some
topics seldom taught in a first-year geometry
sequence, such as the three trigonometry
standards (G-SRT6 to G-SRT8) that usually
appear in a course on trigonometry, and the
(+) standards G-SRT9 to G-SRT11 that are
normally covered without proofs in geometry
and proved early in a trigonometry course or in
Algebra II. The standards for circles (G-C1 to
G-C5) are challenging, to say the least, to say
nothing of G-GPE1 to G-GPE7, which are for
conic sections and proving basic geometry in the
coordinate plane.

iii. Who Wrote the Common Core
Mathematics Standards?

While the standards for an Algebra I course are
mostly complete, the standards for Algebra II are
weak overall, despite inclusion of the small amount
of trigonometry often developed in Algebra II.
Then the slow-moving train simply stops.

We begin with the “lead” writers for both sets of
standards because some of the chief writers of the
English language arts standards are connected
to some of the chief writers of the mathematics
standards. The three “lead” writers of Common
Core’s English language arts (ELA) standards
were David Coleman, Susan Pimentel, and James
Patterson. The three “lead” writers of Common
Core’s mathematics standards were Jason Zimba,
William McCallum, and Phil Daro.

In the end, the progression of standards was
ad hoc—not in any particular order. “College
and career readiness” may have been a guiding
principle. But, it was college and career readiness as
inconsistently defined by self-appointed education
policy groups and perhaps the standards writers
themselves. No directly relevant groups (parents,
high school mathematics teachers, or college
teaching faculty in mathematics, science, and
engineering or leaders in high tech industry)
were involved.

David Coleman majored in classical philosophy as
an undergraduate, and earned a master’s degree in
classical philosophy from Cambridge University in
England. He worked at McKinsey and Company
before beginning a business with Jason Zimba
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in the mid-2000s called Student Assessment
Partners. He had no teaching experience in K-12
or above. Speaking at the Institute for Learning
at the University of Pittsburgh in 2011, he
acknowledged: “We’re composed of that collection
of unqualified people who were involved in
developing the common standards.”17 He also
claimed: “…I probably spend a little more time on
literacy because as weak as my qualifications are
there, in math they’re even more desperate in
their lacking.” Coleman is now president of the
College Board.

achieving countries so far as we know. Zimba was a
physics and mathematics professor at Bennington
College (with a Ph.D. in the mathematical
sciences) at the time he was writing the CCMS
(he has since retired), and had previously worked
with David Coleman at Student Assessment
Partners. Both he and Coleman were likely
selected to be standards writers by the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation.
The third lead author of the CCMS was Phil
Daro, a staff member at the National Center for
Education and the Economy (NCEE), headed
by Marc Tucker, a member of Common Core’s
reviewing group and a recipient of several Gates
Foundation grants. Daro had majored in English
as an undergraduate and his mathematical
background appears to have consisted entirely of a
short stint teaching middle school mathematics.

James Patterson was and remains a staff member of
ACT specializing in the language arts. He majored
in journalism as an undergraduate and taught at
the secondary school level.
Pimentel majored in early childhood education,
earned a law degree, and served as the chief
consultant to Achieve, Inc. on the American
Diploma Project (ADP). In 2007, Pimentel helped
develop “backmapped” standards from grade 4
on for ADP’s high school exit ELA standards.
Pimentel’s other standards-writing experiences
include work as a consultant to StandardsWork
on the Texas 2008 ELA standards (with Sandra
Stotsky) and, in the 1990s, to California on its
ELA standards (with Sheila Byrd Carmichael,
Carol Jago, and others with experience as English
teachers). Pimentel’s teaching experience had been
in a Head Start program.

In 2009 or before, Daro chaired a NCEE
committee tasked with determining the minimal
amount of mathematics students need in order
to be college and career ready. The final report,
released in May 2013, concluded that an Algebra
I course was all that was necessary.18 Since
community colleges were the sole focus of the
report, its conclusion is relevant only to readiness
for community colleges, not four-year state or
private colleges and universities. What influence
Daro (or Marc Tucker) had on Common Core’s
college readiness level in mathematics in 2009 is
unknown (no records are available), but the NCEE
report makes it clear that the kind of college to
which college and career readiness standards were
applicable was intended to be a community college.

Both Pimentel and McCallum may have been
selected to be standards writers by Achieve,
Inc. McCallum, a mathematics professor at
the University of Arizona (with a Ph.D. in
mathematics), had also served in 2007 as a
consultant to Achieve, Inc. while it was
developing backmapped standards for ADP’s high
school exit mathematics standards. McCallum’s
experience with standards writing prior to 2009
consisted almost exclusively of his work on this
unfinished project.

Indeed, the two authors of the CCMS, Zimba
and McCallum, are on record as publicly
acknowledging the limitations of the middle
and high school standards.19 In January 2010,
when referring to the first public draft of the
mathematics standards for college readiness
(released in September 2009), McCallum stated:
“It’s not what we aspire to for our children. It’s
not what we as a nation want to set as a final
deliverable. I completely agree with that, and
we should go beyond that.”

The second Common Core mathematics standards
writer, Jason Zimba, had never written K-12
standards before or studied the standards of high-
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iv. Common Core-Based K-11
Mathematics Tests—No Child
Left Behind Ensconced

While the final document (released in June
2010) covers topics in Algebra II and geometry,
coverage remains so minimal that Jason Zimba
could state at a public meeting in Massachusetts
in March 2010, referring to what seemed to be
the final version: “The minimally college-ready
student is a student who passed Algebra II” (i.e., no
trigonometry, pre-calculus, or calculus, as in highachieving countries). And he judged the CCMS as
“not for STEM” and “not for selective colleges.”

Common Core advertising can be confusing,
and not just because every phrase is saturated
with flattering adjectives, but also because the
vocabulary used to describe the standards has
different meanings in “educationese” than it
does in Standard English. One day we hear that
the CCS are higher, richer, deeper, tougher, and
more rigorous20 and will rationalize a confusing
panoply of several dozen sets of state standards.
The next day we hear—in response to state and
local complaints about a perceived overwhelming
effect—that changes should be imperceptible as
they are just standards or, as Hector Barbossa said
in reference to the Pirate Code, they’re “more
what you would call guidelines than actual rules.”21
Most definitely, advocates insist, the CCS are not
a curriculum; each teacher in each classroom will
be completely free without constraints to teach
in his or her own way. (Yet, presumably, the end
result—what students learn—will still be validly
comparable across all tests across the country.)

At this meeting, after Zimba clarified the meaning
and implications of the Algebra II college
readiness expectation in CCMS, he also mentioned
“the third pathway,” a pathway to calculus. Indeed,
that March draft contained place-markers (see
below) for the main topics in a high school
calculus course:
Limits and Continuity

F-LC

Differential Calculus

F-DC

Applications of Derivatives

F-AD

Integral Calculus

F-IC

Applications of Integration

F-AI

Infinite Series

F-IS

That is true as far as it goes. Ultimately, it is the
tests and the stakes attached to them, not the
standards, which affect change, for better or worse.
After the CCS were developed, the United States
Department of Education (US ED) funded two
consortia to develop tests based on them: the
Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for
College and Careers (PARCC) and the Smarter
Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC).22

Although the March draft did not contain the
material in trigonometry and pre-calculus that
should be taught after the Algebra II topics (where
the March draft ended) and before the calculus
material indicated by the place-markers, readers
of the March draft could reasonably assume that
the standards writers planned to put this crucial
material in, thus creating the “third pathway.” But
the final version of CCMS from June 2010 ends
with Algebra II, no third pathway was worked out,
and the place-markers are gone. To this day we
do not know why the CCMS lack a pathway to
calculus, despite the implications this has for the
STEM pipeline and the U.S. economy. Nor do we
know who was responsible for removing the placemarkers and for the decision to leave the third
pathway out.

Will the types of tests and test items they develop
be superior to what we have had? It is too soon to
know because final versions of these tests have not
yet been given. But we do know about the dismal
results from their key predecessors—the allegedly
higher-order, more authentic, performance-based
tests administered in Maryland (MSPAP), California
(CLAS), and Kentucky (KIRIS) in the 1990s.
Those testing programs failed because of unreliable
scores; volatile test score trends; secrecy of items
and forms; an absence of individual scores in some
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cases; individuals being judged on group work in
some cases; large expenditures of time; inconsistent
(and some improper) test preparation procedures
from school to school; inconsistent grading on
open-ended response test items; long delays
between administration and release of scores; little
feedback for students; and no substantial evidence
after several years that education had improved. As
one should expect, instruction had changed as test
proponents desired, but without empirical gains or
perceived improvement in student achievement.
Parents, politicians, and measurement professionals
alike overwhelmingly rejected these dysfunctional
tests.23

you want it to be. Thus, A, B, C, and D are all
correct, at least for n greater than 6.

	
  

The hidden assumption here is that the first several
values of a function completely determine the
function for all values. This is absolutely not true.
The remaining values can vary in a wide variety of
possible ways. If an engineer were to use the kind
of argument implicit in the problem above to say
that a certain polynomial, for example, gives the
forces at a key joint in a bridge, there could well be
enormous problems. As almost always happens,
the actual force function is far more complex
and it is almost never the case that a polynomial
is a good approximation. As a result, the bridge
specifications could well have critical errors,
leading to terrible consequences.

Resounding public distaste killed those programs.
But 20 years is a long time in the ever-“innovating”
world of U.S. education policy, long enough for
those new to education policy to be unaware
of the earlier fiascos. Indeed, many of the same
individuals and organizations responsible for the
doomed New Standards Project that inspired the
disasters in California, Kentucky, and Maryland
in the 1990s have been central to developing and
promoting the CCS. (The New Standards Project
was co-directed by Mark Tucker’s NCEE and
Lauren Resnick’s Institute for Learning at the
University of Pittsburgh.)

It should be understood that, these days, too many
people in the U.S. look at a problem like the one
above and say “It seems fine to me.” However,
this is really a symptom of the vast decline in the
mathematical and scientific literacy of our society.

Pilot or transition tests for PARCC and SBAC
have already elicited parents’ anger across the
country. Teacher feedback from a December 2013
field test of SBAC in Nashua, New Hampshire
corroborated their reaction. Middle school teachers
gave their principal anonymous feedback on their
reactions. Fairgrounds Middle School (FMS)
Principal John Nelson reported publicly that: “The
FMS staff collectively believe that the Smarter
Balance Test is inappropriate for our students at
this time and that the results from this test will not
measure the academic achievement of our students;
but will be a test of computer skills and students’
abilities to endure through a cumbersome task.”24

After all, one of the key roles of mathematics
instruction is to promote critical and precise
thinking in analyzing and solving problems. The
all-too-common response to questions like the
one above should be regarded as a huge hint as to
why more and more of our technical jobs are being
taken by non-U.S. citizens and, all too often, are
simply being exported to one of the high-achieving
countries. Engineers who would accept a question
like this as reasonable are not the people we really
want programming our computers or designing
and giving the specifications for our buildings.

Below are two sample mathematics problems
released by SBAC, both intended for the Algebra
exam. In the first example, the problem is not well
posed. The correct answer is that n can be anything

The second example has little to do with
mathematics. Rather, it is about some relatively
arbitrary conventions that are often used to
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minimize the number of parentheses in an
arithmetic expression. What students need to
know is that the division sign in this example
means that before doing anything else they are
to divide 3 by 3.

that CCS reinforces - even rigidifies - the structure
of NCLB as it continues the assessment system.
Indeed, the CCS-aligned assessments will “fix”
only one aspect of the assessment system created
under NCLB—comparability of student scores
across states—not one of the most important
problems and one for which we already had a
workable solution.

	
  

According to the sales pitch for the CCS, aside
from “strengthening the STEM pipeline,” the
chief reason for the CCS and the assessments
based on them is comparability of student
achievement across states. Many policy makers
and education researchers were frustrated with
NCLB’s delegation of student testing to the states.
Each state could decide on the kind of tests to give
and on the score to represent “proficiency.” The
proportion of students deemed “proficient” thus
varied from state to state. To address the variation,
states were required to participate every two years
in the tests given by the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP). Changes in average
scores in grades 4 and 8 and in the percentages
in NAEP’s four performance categories could
serve to show student growth (and state/school/
teacher effort). Discrepancy ratings (a comparison
of the percentages in NAEP’s four performance
categories with the percentages in these categories
on state assessments) also showed how rigorous
a state test was. Scores from stratified random
samples of students could be, and were already
being, compared across states.

By contrast, here is a typical problem taken from a
grade 6, high-stakes Japanese national exam from
the mid 1990’s. The expected time to solve it is two
minutes:
A train (traveling at constant speed)25 crossed
over a 970-meter long bridge in 95 seconds.
The same train took 60 seconds to pass
through a 480-meter long tunnel.
How long is this train?		
A. 180 meters
B. 360 meters

C. 480 meters

D. 520 meters
E. 580 meters

It is probably safe to say that most grade 8 students
in this country would not be able to solve this
problem at all, let alone in two minutes.

If the comparability promised by CCS-aligned
assessments comes to pass with uniform national
performance standards, we already know one
general result. States that tend to score poorly
on national tests—generally poorer and more
southerly states—will produce relatively
small proportions of “proficient” students and
relatively larger numbers of schools needing to
be restructured. States that tend to score well on
national tests—generally richer and more northerly
states—will produce relatively large proportions of
proficient students.

Succeeding the 1990s disasters of MSPAP, CLAS,
and KIRIS, was the No Child Left Behind Act
(NCLB), initiated with bipartisan support in
2001, but now lovelorn, with few public defenders.
Despite what many seem to be assuming,
however, CCS-aligned tests will neither replace
nor significantly alter the unloved No Child Left
Behind Act’s assessment program.26 The CCS
merely changes the content base from which the
NCLB assessments draw. Indeed, one might say
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v. Common Core-Based College
Admission Testing—The
Degradation of the SAT

Ironically, even while ACT criticized low U.S.
education standards during Schmeiser’s tenure,
the company steadily lowered standards for its
flagship product, the ACT college admission test.
In contrast to test administrations 20 years ago,
current students taking the ACT more than once
can choose which session’s scores will be sent off to
college; and scores are no longer flagged when tests
are administered with accommodations.

Consider the irony in the College Board’s decision
to hire as its president someone without a doctoral
degree in any discipline or any experience in testing
and measurement: David Coleman, the principal
writer of Common Core’s ELA standards.27,28
On March 5, 2014, Coleman announced planned
changes in the Mathematics SAT.29 He explained
that there would be three areas of focus: problem
solving and data analysis (which will include
ratios and percentages and other mathematical
reasoning used to solve problems in the real
world); the “heart of Algebra” (which will test
how well students can work with linear equations
“a powerful set of tools that echo throughout
many fields of study”); and what will be called
the “passport to advanced math” (which will
focus on the student’s familiarity with complex
equations and their applications in science and
social science). We do not yet know exactly what
these changes will look like, but it is worth noting
that the promised changes in the Mathematics
SAT appear to be close to what the 1989 and 2000
NCTM standards were asking for, a move away
from assessing mathematical skills and techniques
to assessing ideas about mathematics from a
philosophical perspective.30

Since Coleman and Schmeiser arrived at College
Board, they have adopted other ACT innovations,
namely: elimination of the penalty for guessing,
and making the writing test optional.
The key driver of growth in ACT testing over
the past decade, however, has been statewide
administration of the ACT. Several states now
administer the ACT to all of their high school
juniors and seniors. There are benefits for the
states. Some high schoolers who had not planned
on applying to college change their minds after
receiving a surprisingly high ACT test score. But,
the benefits to ACT are even greater. The state
pays the student test fee, and the state’s schools
administer the test, saving ACT enormous effort
and expense. In contrast, the SAT and the ACT in
other states are administered in controlled, highly
secure environments by SAT or ACT proctors.33
The ACT test’s competitor, the SAT, began as an
acronym for “Scholastic Aptitude Test.” The original
SAT was developed in the late 1930s to give students
from less socially and financially advantaged
backgrounds a chance to show their eligibility for
this country’s most demanding institutions of higher
learning. James B. Conant, President of Harvard
College, and others encouraged development of such a
test to find “diamonds in the rough”—students with
high academic potential who did not come from wellto-do or socially connected families and had not been
exposed to the fine arts, other cultures through travel,
libraries filled with great literature, or advanced
science and mathematics coursework in their public
high schools.

Prior to Coleman’s arrival, competent and
experienced testing experts suffused the College
Board’s staff. But, rather than rely on them,
Coleman appointed Cyndie Schmeiser, previously
president of rival ACT’s education division,
as College Board’s Director of Assessments.31
Schmeiser brought along her own nonpsychometric advisors to supervise the College
Board’s psychometric staff.32 While an executive at
ACT, Schmeiser aided Coleman’s early standardsproduction effort from 2008–2010 by loaning him
full-time ACT standards writers. (It should be no
surprise, then, that many of the “college readiness”
measures and conventions for CCS-aligned tests
sound exactly like ACT’s.)

Arguably, the chief problem with aptitude testing
is its name and the resentment that spawns. To
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some, “aptitude” implies a genetic inheritance
or native intelligence–an intellectual superiority
that some people simply have and others don’t.
It sounds unfair and undemocratic. Some critics
argue that achievement tests promote equality of
opportunity and aptitude tests stifle it. The stigma
is unfortunate and stymies better understanding
and wider use of a useful psychometric tool.34

test with items intended to be retrospective and
others intended to be predictive, and try it out on
a representative student population. Afterwards,
the items highly correlated with the mastery of
the school curriculum would be kept in one pile
and items most predictive of future success kept in
another. Poorly correlated items would be tossed.
Then, one would write more items and run the
process again.

The key difference between achievement and
aptitude tests has nothing to do with native
intelligence. Achievement tests are retrospective,
they measure knowledge already learned, whereas
aptitude tests are predictive, measuring readiness
for future activities. A high-quality achievement
test is highly aligned with a curriculum students
have taken and validated by how well it
summarizes the student’s accumulated knowledge.
Such a test might be entirely appropriate for
college admission if college coursework were just
like high school coursework. But, it’s not.35

Ultimately, the test items in the two piles would
be different, but probably not entirely. Some
good retrospective test items can also be highly
predictive. The retrospective test would have
items highly aligned with the past curriculum
and focused on measuring mastery of content
and skills. The predictive test would demand less
mastery of content and instead include “common
knowledge” facts or present commonplace
situations in order to measure one’s readiness to
acquire new knowledge or skills or reason through
problems. Predictive tests are sometimes called
“readiness” or “reasoning” tests.36

A high-quality predictive test is highly aligned
with desirable future outcomes and validated by
the correlation between test performance and those
outcomes—predictive validity. Predictive tests are
widely used in business, industry, and government
when organizations wish to estimate how well new
employees will perform in new situations.

The key differences between retrospective and
predictive tests for college admission are:

The best predictive tests are perfected over time. In
the beginning, one incorporates the best available
expertise for an initial version that represents a
best guess at prediction. Then one tests the test
by administering it, either in field tests or actual
operational administrations. Afterwards, one
calculates the correlation of individual test items
with the desired outcomes. Highly correlated items
will be used again; poorly correlated items will be
tossed, and replaced by new draft items ready for
try-out.

• Predictive tests can be periodically adjusted
to optimize their predictive validity (tossing
poorly predictive test items and drafting
new ones); retrospective tests are less
flexible—their test items must cover the high
school content domain, whether or not they
are predictive. Further, in the case of the
major test consortia for the Common Core
Standards, the PARCC and SBAC, they are
required to test the material listed in the nonplus standards, but are not allowed to test
the material in the CC (+) standards, which
almost certainly have more to do with college
readiness than the non-plus standards.

If one were to try to replicate from scratch what
other countries with more successful education
systems do – require high quality retrospective
achievement tests for secondary school exit and separate,
predictive tests for university entrance – how would
one do it? One would develop a best-guess initial

• Considering all the information about
applicants available to college admission
counselors, predictive tests tell them more.
A retrospective test covering the high school
curriculum largely duplicates information in
other available measures, such as the high
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school grade point average (GPA) and class
ranking

must remain, whether or not they predict anything
useful. The available test item set for a CCSaligned SAT will remain basically static, even
after the new, lower predictive validity of the test
becomes known.

• A predictive test can identify a unique
population of students who can succeed in
college but who otherwise would not go to
college, or would enroll in postsecondary
programs that do not tap their full potential.
This population of students includes those
who may be:

David Coleman also hinted at possible changes
in the Advanced Placement (AP) exams when he
announced planned changes in the Mathematics
SAT in March 2014.39 They would, first, be
aligned with the CCMS and, second, be changed
in emphasis in the direction of more “problem
solving.” We currently have no information on
the details.

• bored by the rigidity of a particular high
school curriculum but who nonetheless
learn much on their own by studying what
interests them;

vi. How Many Purposes Can a
College Admission Test Serve?

• not well adapted to the social environment
of a particular high school but who may be
comfortable with the social environment
of a college; or

Those promoting the new SAT do not concede
that it will be less predictive, but they assert that
it will be aligned to the alleged high, “rigorous”
standards of the Common Core. In fact, the two
goals are, to a large extent, mutually exclusive.

• of high ability or motivation but enrolled
in a dysfunctional high school.
This population can be rather sizeable, but it
is not organized and has no lobbying power.
Indeed, most students in this population do
not even know that they belong to it.

A test consultant’s promise to address multiple
measurement needs with a single measurement
instrument can be quite tempting to policy makers.
Such a measurement instrument saves time and
money and reduces disruption. But what happened
in Chile can serve as a warning.40,41

With a new CCS-aligned SAT, we come full
circle. Those who have criticized the SAT as
socio-economically biased still do not understand
that retrospective achievement tests, even if
academically less demanding, strengthen instead
of weaken the influence of parents’ income and
education.37,38 Perfection over time will not be
possible with a CCS-aligned SAT even after
the new tests are administered several times, the
test items are analyzed, and it is discovered, as is
inevitable, that some of them are not predictive.
The College Board will be stuck with a limited test
that they will be powerless to improve.

Prior to 2002, higher education institutions in
Chile employed a predictive test modeled on the
College Board’s SAT for college admission, the
Prueba de Aptitud Académica (PAA). Some faculty
in some disciplines (e.g., engineering) added
their own specialized content tests to admission
requirements, but most relied on PAA scores and
high school grades to evaluate applicants. Chile’s
system was not unlike what one found in most
of the United States at that time: most students
taking the SAT and some students taking one or
more Advanced Placement (AP) tests or SAT
achievement tests in their best subjects.

With a predictive test, one would toss the nonpredictive items—as they are providing no useful
information—and try out some new ones. With an
aligned SAT, thorough, representative coverage of
the CCS standards will be necessary to maintain
alignment. Test items representing all the standards

Then, in 2000, a small group of academics, with no
testing experts among them, proposed replacing
the PAA with a test that could also monitor the
implementation of a new high school curriculum.
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Called the Prueba de Selección Universitaria
(PSU),42 in a typically Panglossian way it was
described simultaneously as a high school exit
test, as a university entrance examination, as
a way to monitor implementation of the new
high school curriculum, and as a way to increase
opportunities for students from low socioeconomic
backgrounds.43 Authorities in Chile and at the
World Bank also argued that the test would
fairly measure mastery of two very different
national curricula, incentivize high schools to
implement the new curriculum, incentivize high
school students to study more, predict success in
university generally, and predict success across very
different types of university programs.

university heads responsible for the PSU, has
closed ranks. The effect is that an assessment
program with little transparency grows ever-thicker
walls around its “black box.”51 Unfortunately, the
PSU will continue to be used for the foreseeable
future.
The Chilean college admission system seems to
work well for well-to-do parents—their children
arrive in the primary grades ready for school,
attend private schools with advanced curricula,
follow the college track (the científico-humanista
track) in high school, and receive four full years
of that curriculum. The PSU is less than ideal for
the majority of students—students who follow the
vocational-technical track in high school, or start
from behind in the early grades, or never see all
four years of the college-track curriculum in
high school.

The PSU was sold as a test that could do anything
one might like a test to do, but it actually does
nothing well.44 In fact, the PSU is a retrospective
achievement test that covers only one of Chile’s
two high school curricula, but it is not used as a
high school exit exam (if it were, the majority of
students would not graduate). Instead, it is used as
a university entrance exam, although its predictive
validity coefficients are much lower than those for
the current ACT or SAT in the United States45
and, so far as we can tell from a single study,46
much lower than those for the prior Chilean
exams, the PAA and associated subject tests.47

vii. Features of High-Quality
Testing Systems

The best testing systems, such as those in many
European and East Asian countries, are multi-level
and multi-targeted. A multi-level testing system
administers tests at more than one educational
level (i.e., primary, intermediate, lower secondary,
and upper secondary). European and Asian
students typically face high-stakes tests at the
beginning or the end (or both) of at least two
educational levels.52

The 40 percent of Chilean high school students
who follow the vocational-technical track stand
almost no chance of succeeding on the PSU; they
are not even exposed to the last two years of the
curriculum it covers. (Moreover, in some rural
areas, the vocational-technical track is the only one
available.) Unlike current SAT and ACT exams,
the content base of the PSU is very specific and
coachable, advantaging wealthier parents who can
pay to have their children coached. Over time, the
PSU score disparity across socio-economic groups
has widened.48 Children of wealthier parents have
taken places in elite universities that once were
available to poorer students with good grades
and potential.49

A multi-target testing system gives every student,
regardless of achievement level or choice of
curriculum, a high-stakes test with a challenging
but attainable goal. In some systems, tests are set
at differing levels of difficulty related to different
certifications (e.g., a “regular” diploma and an
“honors” diploma). In other systems, tests cover
different subject matter. For example, the French
baccalauréat–the secondary level exit exam for
their academic track–is subdivided, first by three
séries (literature, economics and social science,
science) and then, by spécialités, options, and
travaux personnel encadrés (personal project work).
Ultimately, one French student might take just
one from among a spectrum of dozens of possible
exit exams, as well as a completely different higher

With audits and evaluations bringing only bad
news,50 the Council of Rectors, the group of
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education entrance exam from among variety
of them.

The active solution to the single-target problem,
and the solution that promises greater overall
benefits, is to offer multiple targets. New York
stands out historically as the one state that
employed a multiple-target examination system,
with a Regents “Competency” exam required for
high school graduation with a “regular” diploma,
and a Regents “Honors” exam required for
graduation with an “honors” diploma.57

In the United States, high-stakes tests for students
are uncommon at any but the high school
level. Moreover, with few exceptions, they are
single-target tests—meaning that every student,
regardless of achievement level, course selection,
curricular preference, or school quality must meet
the same standard of performance to pass.

European and East Asian testing systems
reflect their educational programs. Students
are differentiated by curricular emphasis and
achievement level, and so are their high-stakes
examinations. Differentiation, which starts at the
lower secondary or middle school level in many
countries, exists in virtually all of them by the
upper-secondary level. Students attend schools
with vastly different orientations: advanced
academic schools to prepare for university, general
schools for the working world or for advanced
technical training, and vocational-technical schools
for direct entry into the skilled trades. Typically,
all three types of school require exit tests for
a diploma.

Ironically, European and East Asian societies
with smaller disparities in income and academic
achievement than the U.S. have acknowledged
their children’s differences by offering a range of
academic options and achievement targets.53 The
U.S. has for decades been pushing most children54
toward the same path—college—and is now
setting a single academic achievement target.
A single academic achievement target must of
necessity be low, otherwise, politically unacceptable
numbers of students will fail. School systems
with low targets have typically concentrated on
bringing the lowest-achieving students up to the
target level. Unfortunately, average- and highachieving students are apt to be neglected or
deliberately held back. Schools judged on overall
student performance can increase average scores,
for instance, either by retaining high-achieving
students with their age-level peers rather than
letting them advance a grade or by making these
same students take courses in subject matter they
have already mastered. These artificially restrained
students all too often lose motivation, suffer from
extreme boredom, act out, and/or drop out.55

Supporters of the one-size-fits-all U.S. system
often label European and East Asian education
systems as “elitist” and our system as a more
“democratic,” “second chance” system. That contrast
may have been valid 60 years ago but is no longer.
It is now easier to enter upper-academic levels
in current European systems, and most countries
now offer bridge programs for, say, a dissatisfied
vocational-track graduate to enter a university or
an advanced technical program. Typically, bridge
programs are free of charge.58

The single-target problem has two solutions, one
passive and one active. The passive solution lets
individual students take a minimum-competency
test early in their school careers; once they pass
it they are allowed to move on.56 If the test is
high stakes only for individual students, then no
one has an incentive to hold higher-achieving
students back, that is, to prevent them from taking
accelerated coursework afterward, based solely on
the test results.

Our public education system is neither less elitist
nor more conducive to “second chances.” In
typical European or East Asian systems, multiple
programs and tracks offer multiple opportunities
for students to attain high achievement in
something. A student in a “dual system” country
who enters a vocational-technical program at
the lower-secondary level and finishes by passing
the industry-guild certification examination as
a machinist enters an elite of the world’s most
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skilled and highly remunerated crafts persons. By
contrast, a high school student in a career-technical
program in the United States may be perceived
as attending a “dumping ground” school and may
receive only low-quality training with out-of-date
equipment. The typical solution to problems with
secondary-level vocational-technical training in
the dual system countries has been continuous
improvement; the solution in most states is to pass
off responsibility to community colleges.

school administrators, who should be the major
supporters of a testing program, are put into
the demeaning position of cajoling students to
cooperate. Such a dynamic is virtually unheard of in
other countries where, unambiguously, it is the students
who are tested and held accountable, not their teachers.
For example, the abitur, the exit test for German
academic high schools, consists of test questions
submitted by subject area teachers and university
professors every year. Teachers also take part in
scoring the test. Indeed, one of the arguments for
adding constructed-response test items (i.e., openended essay questions) to high-stakes state tests in
the U.S. was the opportunity for further involving
teachers in the testing process in addition to having
them serve on test item review committees during
test development.61 Perhaps holding students
accountable for their own test performance is what
lies behind the fact that when students in highachieving countries do not score as well as they
expect, they say it is because they did not work
hard enough. U.S. students tend to blame their
teachers for poor scores instead.62

Lip service was paid in the early days of selling
CCS to a sequence of standards for careertechnical programs.59 In the final CCS documents,
however, the word “career” appears only with
“college,” as in “college and career readiness.”
Any original intention with respect to curricular
diversity, in this case to technical/occupational
standards for career readiness, was abandoned as
career readiness was assumed to be equivalent to
readiness for college, but without clear evidence
to support the equivalence.
The best examination systems make sense as
integrated wholes. To be fair to all students, a
testing system should offer opportunities and
incentives to all students, and students are not all
the same.

The origin of the U.S. focus on making teachers
accountable for student test scores appears to lie
with education researchers.63 There is no reason
to disbelieve the researchers’ primary assertion: of
the within-school factors that are quantified and
available in the databases they analyze, teacher
quality has the single largest effect on student
achievement. The illogical leap to fallacy occurs
something like this: education policymakers cannot
control or, at least, have no direct control over what
happens outside the schoolhouse door. They should
focus their scarce resources on the factors they can
influence, and those are the “within-school” factors.

viii. Test Development and
Accountability in Other
Countries

Test requirements in the No Child Left Behind
(NCLB) Act—mostly retained in the Race to the
Top (RttT), SBAC, and PARCC initiatives—
impose consequences on schools or school districts
for low student scores. For U.S. students, already
among the least stressed in the world, NCLB
made school life even easier. Because the testing
component of NCLB included no consequences
for students, the message sent to them was that
they need not work very hard. In this way, the
largest potential benefit of testing—increased
student motivation to work to pass the test—
never accrued.60

Note that students are not generally considered
“within-school” factors. After all, their legal
guardians live at home; school officials only have
them on loan several hours each weekday for
about nine months a year. Nonetheless, students
are sentient, willful creatures with agendas of their
own who bring a lot of baggage with them from
home to school. That baggage and their wills have
more control over their performance—which is the

When schools are held accountable for students’
test performance, classroom teachers and
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performance being measured on the tests—than
teachers do. Applying stakes to the test-takers
has a more direct and stronger motivating effect
on student achievement. The stakes need not be
very high to be effective, but there must be some.64
Who knows how well students try to perform on
state NCLB tests?

Finnish students excelled on a single
administration of the Programme for International
Student Assessment (PISA), a test of low middle
school mathematics skills given to 15-year
olds. PISA de-emphasizes the fundamentals
of mathematics in favor of routine examples of
“mathematical literacy” from everyday life and
has been characterized by U.S. mathematicians as
“shopping cart” math, and criticized by Finnish
mathematicians for the misleading signal it gave
of Finnish students’ mathematical performance.
Finland’s scores on more recent PISA tests have
declined.67 Its students have scored consistently
lower on the more mathematics-intensive Trends
in International Mathematics and Science Study
(TIMSS).68

The two testing consortia, PARCC and SBAC, are
designing tests covering a mathematics sequence
that tops out with a weak Algebra II course. In
most countries, prospective university students
must pass a retrospective achievement test to
obtain a high school diploma and then sit for a
completely separate university entrance test. In
many countries each university administers its
own entrance exam or leaves it up to each of its
discipline-based departments to administer its own
entrance exam (see Table 1). The original College
Board and SAT tests were efforts to facilitate the
process for potential applicants: instead of traveling
and sitting for different college entrance exams,
they could sit for just one test each and send their
scores to multiple colleges.

Until the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and
the US ED open their minds to a wider pool
of information sources and more intellectual
diversity, they will continue to produce education
policy white elephants.69 It is unfortunate that
the designers of CCS did not investigate what
other countries with better functioning education
systems do, beyond the single aspect of content
standards.

Other advanced countries that require both
high-stakes retrospective secondary school exit
exams and separate high-stakes predictive college
entrance exams include the Czech Republic,
Denmark, Iceland, Korea, and the Netherlands.
Southeast Asian countries include Brunei,
Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Myanmar, the
Philippines, Singapore, and Vietnam.65

ix. Effects of the Common Core
Mathematics Standards on
Grades 9-12

The important thing to keep in mind is that the
CCMS fall apart at the high school level. A weak
Algebra II course is dreadful preparation for
college for three reasons.

Then there is Finland. Testing critics have
encouraged us to examine its education and
testing system, learn from it, and copy it.66 Why
look at Korea, Japan, China, Singapore, the
Netherlands, or other countries with strong
testing and accountability programs that tend to
score consistently high on a variety of international
assessments when one can instead focus on the
single anomalous country with an apparently
mild testing and accountability program that
scored highly just once on just one international
assessment and, otherwise, tends to score below
the world average?

First, the Algebra material in the CCMS is
minimal, with neither logarithms nor conic
sections adequately covered to say nothing of
the analysis of rational functions and preparation
for the partial fraction decomposition of rational
functions. All are standard high school topics in a
traditional Algebra II course, and are essential for
STEM and related majors in college.
Second, even if the Algebra II course were
stronger, the likelihood of a high school student
with courses in geometry, Algebra I, and Algebra II
finishing a four-year college degree program is low.
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Table 1. Requirements for Admission to Higher Education, by Method and Country
Completion
of secondary/
degree or
certificate

Upper
secondary
exit exam

Separate
entrance
exam

Additional
course
work

Experience

Late or reAcademic entry options
standards
for adults
and dropouts

Australia

Yes

Canada

Yes

France

Yes

Germany

Yes

Italy

Yes

Japan

Yes

Russia

Yes

Spain
Sweden

Yes

Switzerland
United Kingdom

Yes

United States

Yes

Uniform national requirement; Only some jurisdictions require; Each institution has its own exams or requirements;
Only some institutions require
SOURCE: updated from Phelps, et al., Higher education: An international perspective, chapter 2.
http://nonpartisaneducation.org/Review/Resources/IntlHigherEducation.htm

At an absolute minimum these college-intending
students need to take an extra mathematics course
in 12th grade. However, the poor preparation
that the existing CCMS type courses provide will
not be sufficient for students to get far enough in
these extra courses to make up for the deficiencies
in their previous instruction. It is important
here to remember that the hierarchical nature of
mathematics implies that incomplete courses in
lower grades will always haunt students and their
teachers in higher grades. Table 2 correlates the
highest mathematics course taken in high school
with the percentage of those obtaining a four-year
college degree.

Clifford Adelman found that the highest level of
mathematics course taken in high school is the single
strongest predictor of success in college, stronger than
socioeconomic status, high school grade point average, or
college admission test scores.71
Table 2 shows that for students whose highest high
school mathematics course was Algebra I, only 7
percent obtained a four-year degree in 1992. Table
2 also shows that for the class of 1982, a student
who entered college with only Algebra II had a
46 percent chance of obtaining a four-year degree.
For the class of 1992, this probability dropped to
39 percent. We estimate that the odds for the class
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of 2012 will be about 31 percent-33 percent due
to larger numbers of students taking Algebra II
and the weakening of high school mathematics
coursework due to course title inflation and
the adoption of CCMS. Algebra II was already
becoming an increasingly lower standard for
college preparation and will continue to decline.

The CCMS cover only part of a standard Algebra
II course, but the two test consortia, PARCC and
SBAC, constrained by their alignment to CCMS,
will include only that much Algebra. And because
the newly revised SAT will be aligned to these
low standards, it follows that fewer and fewer
high schools will have any incentive to provide
mathematics courses beyond this material.

Third, defining college readiness as mastering weak
Algebra II content disadvantages students whose
school districts do not have high socio-economic
status. Table 3 shows that the availability of
advanced mathematics courses is strongly related
to the socio-economic status (SES) of the school
district the student attends. A student attending
a high school in the lowest SES quintile has only
three/fifths the likelihood of access to calculus
when compared with a student in the highest SES
quintile; the data are similar for trigonometry and
statistics. But if the math required in high school stops
with Algebra II because of CCMS, the numbers in
Table 3 will only get worse.

A story from Mountain View, a town in Silicon
Valley in California, puts this situation into
real-life terms. Victoria Hobel-Schultz, a former
attorney for the City of San Francisco, describes a
relatively affluent suburb before the state required
access to Algebra I for all students in grade 8.72
“In my community, there are two K-8 districts
that join to attend a single high school district
(9-12). One of the districts has a low-income
Hispanic population. Before the state required that
every student be offered Algebra I, very, very few
Hispanic students were offered the opportunity
in grade 8 (and very few in grade 9 took Algebra

Table 2. Relationship of Bachelor’s Degree Attainment to Highest
Level of High School Mathematics Coursework in 1982 and 1992
Class of 1982

Class of 1992

Level of math

Percent reaching
this level of math

Earned
bachelor’s
degree

Percent reaching
this level of math

Earned
bachelor’s
degree

Calculus

5.2

82.1

9.7

83.3

Pre-calculus

4.8

75.9

10.8

74.6

Trigonometry

9.3

64.7

12.1

60.0

Algebra 2

24.6

46.4

30.0

39.3

Geometry

16.3

31.0

14.2

16.7

Algebra 1

21.8

13.4

16.5

7.0

Pre-algebra

18.0

5.4

6.7

3.9

SOURCE: C. Adelman, The Tool Box Revisited, Table 5, p. 62.70
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I, and just a very few of those passed the course.)
In one year (2002), only one Hispanic student was
ready for geometry in the ninth grade. The great
majority of Hispanic students were offered “general
math” and never transitioned to University of
California math requirements.

and unrequired courses is greatest—they will
either be axed right off, or will disappear as soon
as their lead teachers retire or leave. All that will
be required for graduation is CCMS-based course
work. That is all that is needed for entry into
credit-bearing (i.e., not remedial) college math
courses at the higher education institutions that
participated in applications for Race to the Top
grants.

“When I went public showing that there were
pockets of Hispanic students across the state
learning math (e.g., Inglewood) and achieving
high test scores, I was vilified. People in the
community, especially the administration,
publicly blamed ethnicity and family wealth
for low academic achievement, not the
district’s instructional program. We were able
to make some changes, but without the state
adopting new math standards with standardsaligned instructional materials and tests, I
doubt that any amount of advocacy would have
been effective.”

The end of the CCMS mathematics sequence at
the level of a weak Algebra II course will firmly
squeeze the U.S. STEM pipeline. Data from the
National Center for Education Statistics indicates
that only 2 percent of STEM-intending students
whose first college course is pre-calculus or lower
ever graduate with a major in STEM areas today.73
The CCMS are not for the top 30 percent of
high school students, but for the “average” ones.
In California currently and historically, the top
30 percent of each high school graduating class
is guaranteed admission to the State University
of California system, while the top 10 percent
is guaranteed admission to the University of
California system. Both systems are selective, and
the CCMS will not prepare students for either

In about 90 percent of the states, given current
implementation policies, there will be little if any
coursework beyond the Common Core—only the
most elementary parts of trigonometry, no precalculus content, and no calculus coursework at all.
In theory, a local school district could keep these
advanced courses, but in practice they most likely
will not. Particularly in the lowest SES districts—
where financial pressure to cut under-subscribed

Table 3. Relationship of Availability of Coursework in Statistics,
Trigonometry, or Calculus to School District’s Socio -Economic
Status for High School Graduates in 1992
Percent attending high schools that offered…
School district’s
socio-economic
status

Calculus

Trigonometry

Statistics

Highest quintile

71.6

83.1

34.0

Second highest quintile

56.2

73.2

27.1

Middle quintile

54.1

71.4

24.9

Second lowest quintile

49.3

70.3

20.3

Lowest quintile

43.5

63.7

18.5

SOURCES: National Center for Education Statistics: NELS:88/94 (NCES 96-130), and NELS:88/2000
Postsecondary Transcript Files (NCES 2003-402)
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of these systems. We believe this estimate to be
conservative. Only 40–45 percent of high school
graduates that enter college attend non-selective
or community colleges. So the majority of high
school graduates will be less than minimally ready
for a regular four-year college or university.

After the CCS had been written, one of the two
CCS-based testing consortia, PARCC, publicized
an effort to include some higher education officials
in test development and implementation.74
According to PARCC’s chairman, Mitchell
Chester, “The PARCC Governing Board has
made a commitment to work with a broad group
of stakeholders…” But, the higher education
representatives were chosen by the PARCC board,
making it too easy to pick like-minded people
instead of broadening the board’s expertise.

What can we expect for results in our high
schools? Because CCMS-aligned SAT and ACT
tests will cover, at best, only the first two years
of a high school curriculum (that is as far as the
CCMS go, despite all the misleading rhetoric
about how advanced they are), they will incentivize
our students to learn nothing beyond what is in
a junior-high-school level curriculum in highfunctioning education systems. Indeed, the CCMS
tests will encourage our high schools to spend
four years teaching students what is taught in two
years—and by grade 9—in the educations systems
of our economic competitors. As we have seen,
two of the three CCMS lead writers have publicly
admitted the college readiness level is “minimal.”

The CCS assessment and evaluation system as a
whole does not even remotely resemble those of
the world’s best education systems. PARCC and
SBAC are mostly building replacements for the
NCLB tests, which will be administered under the
same rules and conventions as current NCLB tests
(but at several more grade levels). Scores on SBAC
and PARCC high school examinations, however,
will also be used to determine “college readiness,”
as they define it. As currently proposed, those
who achieve a score that statistically predicts a 75
percent probability of achieving at least a “C” in
beginning college Algebra or introductory
statistics at a two-year college will be designated
“college ready”.75

What will happen with the most academically
talented students? Our expectation is that they
will regress toward the mean, and we will lose a
significant portion of them to mediocrity. The data
seem to indicate that this will be especially true for
students with academic potential from low socioeconomic school districts.

Are the PARCC and SBAC high school
examinations needed for this purpose? Arguably
not, as there already exist national communitycollege level admission tests—COMPASS (ACT),
and ACCUPLACER (College Board). PARCC
and SBAC are using hundreds of millions of
dollars of public funds to re-create the wheel
and displace solutions that had already been
developed (and extensively tested and refined) in
the private sector. The “college readiness” measure
based on SBAC and PARCC high school tests
will be graded on a 1 to 5 scale, with a “4” (sound
familiar?) representing a pass out of remedial
coursework.

x. Effects of the Common Core
Mathematics Standards on
Higher Education

The proposed top-to-bottom progression of
standards writing, it was claimed, was part of
a larger goal of the CCS movement: to fix our
underperforming K–12-education system by
shaping it to serve our first-class higher education
system in mathematics and science. Actually,
the reality is far closer to the exact opposite: the
CCS and the assessments based on them now
seem intended to reshape our first-class higher
education system in mathematics, the sciences, and
engineering to serve an underperforming K-12
system.”

The College Board is converting the SAT into a
secondary school exit exam, but it will be used,
inappropriately, as a college entrance exam. The
U.S. seems to be preparing to replicate Chile’s
illogical and dysfunctional assessment system.
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When states applied for a Race to the Top grant,
they agreed to a stipulation that state institutions
of higher education “exempt from remedial courses
and place into credit bearing college courses
students who meet the consortium-adopted
achievement standard for those assessments.”76
(These stipulations have been carried over into the
PARCC and SBAC rules and regulations.)

Clearly, the new SAT will reduce the amount of
useful information the College Board provides
colleges. Aligning the college admission test to
the CCMS will decrease its correlation with real
college work. This means less information for
matching student abilities to colleges’ missions
and resources. Moreover, students will bear the
consequences when schools do not teach the
CCMS adequately or sufficiently. Furthermore,
students in private schools and states choosing not
to adopt the CCMS may be disadvantaged by a
CCMS-aligned SAT.

In other words, the many higher education
administrators who agreed to participate in their
state’s application for RttT funds relinquished
their prerogative to place in remedial courses
admitted students who have passed a Common
Core-based high school test. That agreement has
been expanded to include all public two- and fouryear institutions in PARCC and SBAC consortia
states.77 The PARCC “college ready” target courses
are beginning college Algebra or introductory
statistics at a two- or four-year college, courses that
students in high-achieving countries take in middle
school.78 The CCMS-based assessment can replace
the colleges’ own placement exams, or currently
available commercial exams (e.g., COMPASS,
ACCUPLACER). A failed K–12 system for
which the CCS were developed will determine the
standards of entry to our currently internationally
dominant higher education system in mathematics
and science.

Finally, a CCMS-aligned SAT will diminish
opportunities for a substantial population
of students that would benefit from a less
retrospective and more predictive test, especially
academically able low-income students attending
high schools with inadequate math and science
curriculum and instruction.

xi. Conclusions

There are many extremely serious issues with the
Common Core Standards (CCS) including their
very low academic level and their poorly written
and very confusing individual standards. Many
people think that they represent a federal intrusion
into the constitutional prerogatives of the states
regarding K-12 education. But the most serious
may be none of these. The one feature of the CCS
that may cause the most harm to our education
system is their singularity.

Moreover, once the SAT’s alignment to the
CCMS is completed, we can declare the end of
aptitude testing in college admissions.79

The frequent assertion that the CCS are
internationally benchmarked misleads. The
education systems of most of the highest-achieving
countries—our economic competitors— have
one aspect in common: multiple sets of secondary
standards, or “pathways”. Just a few states excepted,
our country does not. Most European and East
Asian countries have much smaller disparities in
income and narrower “achievement gaps” across
demographic groups than we have in the U.S.
Nevertheless, by high school and in some countries
by middle school, they provide for differences in
curriculum preferences, in academic achievement,
and in long-term goals.

Is the end of an SAT designed specifically to
be predictive of college work a good thing?
Emphatically no. Aligning the SAT to the CCMS
will lower its predictive validity—because it will be
less correlated with college outcomes.80 It will also
lower its “incremental predictive validity”—the
proportion of the prediction estimate unique to
the SAT (after all other factors are controlled)—
because it will be more correlated with other
measures already available to college admission
officers, state high school exit exams, and the new
“college ready” estimate from SBAC or PARCC.
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From the perspective of a radical egalitarian
philosophy, allowing secondary students to
choose among different academic pathways is
wrong because they won’t all experience the same
curriculum. Allowing the most academically
advanced students to learn at their own pace would
be unfair to their peers, it is implied. And allowing
secondary students to choose among different
occupational training programs or apprenticeships
instead of taking a college-oriented program is also
wrong according to this philosophy because not
all students will be prepared to become doctors,
engineers, or scientists.

While the CCS initiative lowers standards for
advanced students in all grades, it will harm one
group of students the most: low-income students
with high academic potential. High schools with
predominantly low-income students will likely
drop their advanced mathematics and science
courses, leaving low-income students with high
academic potential without the opportunity to take
these courses.
These students will also be harmed by the
conversion of the SAT from a predictive (aptitude)
test to a retrospective (achievement) test. Such a
conversion makes it more susceptible to coaching
and tutoring. This means, as we saw in the case
of Chile, that high-income parents will be able
to buy greater access to demanding colleges
and ultimately to higher-paying jobs for their
children. Conversion of the SAT test from a test
validated by its predictive quality—its alignment
to knowledge and skills useful in college—to
a test validated by its retrospective quality—its
alignment to the level of CCS-determined high
school coursework—also means that the SAT will
entirely lose its ability to find the “diamonds in the
rough”—students with high academic potential in
high schools with a weak mathematics and science
curriculum.

Although lip service was paid to building careertech and advanced “pathways” in the development
of the CCS, only a single set of standards was
finally offered for the PARCC and SBAC high
school tests in the final version for both ELA
and mathematics. Accordingly, all students are to
be educated by age-based grade levels in a slowmoving train on a single track heading to colleges
with low standards. When there is just one set of
standards, standards, test items, and pass scores
must be low enough to avoid having a politically
unacceptable number of students fail.
Moreover, higher education institutions signing on
to their state’s Race to the Top application had to
agree to place all high school students they accept
who have passed a Common Core-based college
readiness test directly into credit-bearing courses,
i.e., without remediation. Many of these students
will fail in current credit-bearing courses for
freshmen until those courses, too, are
watered down.

PARCC and SBAC, the two testing consortia,
are not developing assessment systems that will
look like those in the world’s highest-performing
school systems. To a certain extent their tests will
resemble some tests other countries use for some
of their students. But, even so, they are not being
developed the way that high-performing countries
develop tests.

By providing only a single set of standards for
college readiness, the CCS do not address the
needs of at least the top 30 percent of our students.
The CCMS effectively end at a weak version of
Algebra II, defined as sufficient to make students
“college and career ready.” Unless our high schools
provide the coursework they need, mathematically
capable students will no longer be able to prepare
for careers in science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM).

If the SAT and ACT developers stubbornly
continue down their current (and we believe)
unfortunate paths, lowering test administration
standards and reducing predictive validity,
colleges serious about maintaining high academic
standards could well re-create a group like the
original College Entrance Examination Board81—
run by higher education institutions to serve
higher education institutions—to sponsor the
development of a predictive college admission
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test that enlightened institutions may use in place
of the SAT and ACT examinations they will
want to drop. This new organization could issue a
request for proposals with the overarching goal “to
develop a test with the highest predictive validity
attainable.” There should be no shortage of bidders;
many large test developers, with expertise in largescale educational testing, predictive testing, or both,
are capable of challenging the SAT and ACT
duopoly with a superior alternative.
If we seriously wish to emulate countries with
high-performing education systems, we must
consider more than just a single secondary
curriculum track and a single testing target. Highperforming countries offer their students a wide
variety of curricular choices and tests, at different
educational levels, and with different targets. Our
students, too, have different goals and interests. It is
long past time that we recognized that.
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Appendix: Chinese Mathematics Standards for Lower Secondary School
Below are the compulsory lower secondary school mathematics standards for all students in China. The final
two pages sketch out the more advanced optional material for Chinese students interested in further study.
The required standards for lower secondary school mathematics coursework comprise 5 modules.
Comparing these standards and, above all, the kinds of applications indicated here with what is asked for
in CCMS will enable readers to better understand the vast differences between CCMS and international
expectations. They will then understand the concerns about the economic consequences of our country’s
adoption of CCMS.
Perhaps the scariest of all of these courses is Mathematics 3:Preliminary algorithms, statistics, probability, and in
that course, the material of Part 1: Elementary Algorithm. What is actually going on there is the development
of basic computer programming, but not in the way typically done in the United States – learning how to use
the Excel interface for example– but at the level of actual programming languages such as C+. The focus is on
what really happens in the general process of using computers to study and/or solve basic types of problems
where they can be helpful, but where standard programs such as EXEL are not programmed to do it. This is
the kind of fundamental material that should have been included in CCMS. It is what “twenty first century
mathematics” really is, and students in China and other high achieving countries will be able to use it, but
there is little chance that students here will.
Mathematics 1: Set, concept of function, and basic elementary function I (exponential function,
logarithmic function, power function)
1. Set Theory (about 4 class hours)

(1) Meanings of a set and its representation

(i) Through real examples, familiarize with the meanings of a set, realize the “belong to” relationship
between an element and a set.

(2) Basic relationships between sets

(i) Understand the meanings of inclusion and equality between sets, identify subsets of a given set.
(ii) Be familiar with the meanings of universe and empty set.

(3) Basic operations on sets

(i) Understand the meanings of union and intersection of two sets, able to find the union and
intersection of two simple sets.
(ii) Understand the meanings of complementary set of a subset of a given set, able to find the
complementary set of a given subset.

(iii) Able to use Venn diagram to represent set relationships and operations, realize the function of
intuitionistic diagrams to the understanding of abstract concepts.
2. Concepts of Functions and Basic Elementary Functions I (about 32 class hours)
(1) Functions

(i) correspondences, able to find the domain and range of some simple functions, concepts of mappings.
(ii) choose appropriate methods to represent functions (graphical method, tabulation method, analytic
method) in accordance with the needs.
(iii) Through concrete real examples, familiarize with simple step functions, and apply them.
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(iv) Using functions already taught, particularly quadratic functions, comprehend the monotone
characteristics of functions, maximum (minimum) values and their geometrical meanings; using
concrete functions familiarize with the meanings of odd/even characteristics.
(v) Learn how to use graphs of functions to comprehend and study properties of functions.
(2) Exponential functions

(i) Through concrete examples (e.g. fission of cells, decay of 14C in archaeology, quantitative changes
of residues of medicine left behind in human bodies), familiarize with the practical background of
exponential function model.

(ii) Comprehend the meanings of rational exponent; through concrete real examples familiarize with the
meanings of real exponent, and master the operations of power.

(iii) Understand the concepts and meanings of exponential functions, able to borrow calculators and
computers to draw the graph of concrete exponential functions, explore and understand the monotone
characteristics and special points of exponential functions.
(iv) Realize that exponential function is an important kind of mathematical models during the process of
solving simple practical problems.
(3) Logarithmic functions

(i) Comprehend concepts of logarithms and the properties of their operations, know how to use
the “change of base” formulae to convert general logarithms into natural logarithms or common
logarithms; through reading familiarize with the history of the discovery of logarithm, as well as its
contribution to the simplification of calculations.

(ii) Through concrete real examples, familiarize with the intuitive quantitative relationships depicted by
models of logarithmic functions, begin to understand concepts of logarithmic functions, realize that
logarithmic function is an important kind of mathematical model, able to
borrow calculators
and computers to draw the graph of concrete logarithmic functions, explore and understand the
monotone characteristics and special points of exponential functions.
(iii) Know that exponential function y = ax and logarithmic function y = loga x are inverse functions of
each other (a > 0, a not equal to 1).

(4) Power functions. Through concrete examples, familiar with concepts of power functions; using graphs of y
= x, y = x2, y = 1/x, y = x1/2, familiarize with the behavior of changes of these graphs.
(5) Functions and equations

(i) Taking the graph of a quadratic function into account, decide whether the roots of a quadratic
equation exist, and if so the number of the roots, so as to familiarize with the connection of zeros of a
function with roots of an equation.

(ii) In accordance with the graph of a concrete function, able to borrow a calculator to use bisection
method to evaluate the approximate solutions of the corresponding graph, familiar with the use of this
common method to arrive at the approximate solutions of an equation.
(6) Modeling using functions and their applications

(i) Using computational tools to compare the differences in terms of growth and increments amongst
exponential functions, logarithmic functions, and power functions. Using real examples realize the
meanings of different kinds of growth and increments in mathematical modeling using functions, e.g.
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rise in a linear manner, exponential explosion, and logarithmic growth.

(ii) Collect real examples of some commonly used models involving functions in everyday living
(exponential functions, logarithmic functions, power functions, and segmentation functions),
familiarize with the widespread application of modeling using functions.
Mathematics 2: Preliminary solid geometry, preliminary plane analytic geometry
1. Elementary Solid Geometry (about 18 class hours)
(1) Geometrical objects in space

(i) Use models of real objects and computer software to observe a large quantity of spatial figures; know
structure characteristics of cylinders, cones, frustum and solid spheres and their simple constellation,
as well as to use these characteristics to describe the structure of simple objects in realistic everyday
living.

(ii) Able to draw three-view drawings of simple figures and objects in space (cuboids, solid spheres,
cylinders, cones, prisms and their combinations); able to identify the solid models represented by the
above-mentioned three-view drawings; able to use materials (e.g. cardboards) to make models; able to
use “oblique method” to draw their intuitionistic diagrams.
(iii) Through observation, use two types of methods (parallel projection, central projection) to draw the
three views and the intuitionistic diagrams; familiarize with the different ways of representation of
figures in space.

(iv) Complete a practical assignment, such as draw the three views and the intuitionistic diagrams of some
architecture (there is no rigorous requirement on size and type of lines subject to the condition that
characteristics of the figures are not affected).
(v) Familiarize with the formulae for calculating the surface area and volume of solid sphere, prism,
pyramid, and frustum (there is no need to memorize the formulae).
(2) Positional relationships amongst points, lines and planes.

(i) Borrowing models of cuboids, abstract definitions of the positional relationships of lines and planes in
space based on the foundation of knowing intuitively and comprehending the positional relationships
of points, lines and planes. Also, familiarize with the following axioms and theorems that can be used
as bases for inferences.

* Axiom 1: If two points of a straight line lie on a plane, then the whole straight line lies on this plane.
* Axiom 2: There is one and only one plane passing through three points not lying on a straight line.
* Axiom 3: If there is one common point of two planes which do not coincide, then there is one and
only one common straight line passing through this point.
* Axiom 4: Two lines parallel to the same straight line are parallel.

* Theorem: If the corresponding two sides of two angles in space are respectively parallel, then the two
angles are either equal or complementary.

(ii) Through intuitive perception, confirmatory operation, reasoning and argumentation, and use the
above-mentioned definitions, axioms and theorems in solid geometry as starting point, know and
comprehend related properties and conditions for judging and determining parallel and perpendicular
lines and planes in space. Through intuitive perception and confirmatory operation, induce the
following theorems used for judgment and determination
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* If one straight line outside is parallel to a straight line inside a plane, then this straight line is parallel
to the plane.
* If two intersecting straight lines of one plane are parallel to another plane, then the two planes are
parallel.

* If a straight line is perpendicular to two intersecting straight lines on a plane, then this straight line
is perpendicular to the plane.
* If a plane passes through a perpendicular line of another plane, then the two planes are
perpendicular.

Through intuitive perception and confirmatory operation, induce the following theorems used for
judgment and determination of properties, and prove these theorems as well:

* If a straight line is parallel to a plane, then the line of intersection of any plane passing through this
straight line and the plane are parallel to the straight line.
*If two planes are parallel, then the lines of intersection of any plane that intersects these two planes
are mutually parallel.
* The two straight lines perpendicular to the same plane are parallel.

* If two planes are perpendicular, then a straight line of one plane perpendicular to the line of
intersection of the two planes is perpendicular to another plane.

(iii) Able to deploy conclusions already acquired to prove some simple propositions of positional
relationships in space.
2. Elementary Plane Analytical Geometry (about 18 class hours)
(1) Straight line and equation

(i) In a plane rectangular coordinates system, coupled with concrete figures, explore the geometric
essentials ascertaining the position of straight lines.

(ii) Comprehend concept of inclination angle and slope of straight line; involve in the process of using
algebraic method to depict the slope of a straight line; master the formula of calculating the slope of a
straight line passing through two points.
(iii) Able to judge and determine that two straight lines are parallel or perpendicular in accordance with
the slopes.

(iv) According to the geometric essentials ascertaining the position of straight line, explore and master
the different forms of equations of straight line (point slope form, two point form, and general form);
realize the relationship between slope intercept form and linear equation.
(v) Able to use method of solving system of equations to find the coordinates of the point of intersection
of two straight lines.
(vi) Explore and master the formula of distance between two points, formula of distance of a point to a
straight line; able to find the distance between two parallel straight lines.
(2) Circle and equation

(i) Recall the geometric essentials ascertaining circle; explore and master the standard equation and
general equation of a circle in a plane rectangular coordinates system.

(ii) Able to determine the positional relationships between a straight line and a circle, as well as between
two circles based on the given equations of straight line and circle.
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(iii) Able to use equations of straight line and circle to solve some simple problems.
(3) During the initial process of learning plane analytical geometry, realize the idea of using algebraic method
to handle geometric problems.
(4) Rectangular coordinates system in space

(i) Through concrete situations and contexts, feel the necessity of establishing rectangular coordinates
system in space; familiarize with rectangular coordinates in space; able to use rectangular coordinates
system in space to depict position of points.
(ii) Through representation of coordinates of vertex of special cuboids (all edges are parallel to the
coordinate axes respectively), explore and find the distance formula between two points in space.

Mathematics 3: Preliminary algorithms, statistics, probability
1. Elementary Algorithm (about 12 class hours)

(1) Meanings of algorithm, procedural block diagram

(i) Through analyses of processes and steps of solving practical problems (e.g. solving of problems
involving system of linear equations in two unknowns), realize the idea of algorithm; familiarize with
the meanings of algorithm.

(ii) Through imitation, operation, and exploration, involve in expressing the processes of problem solving
while designing block diagrams. During the processes of solving practical problems (e.g. solving of
problems involving system of linear equations in three unknowns), comprehend the three basic logical
structures of block diagrams: sequence, conditional branch, and loop.
(2) Basic algorithmic statements. Involve in the process of transforming procedural block diagrams of
concrete problems into program statements; understand a few basic algorithmic statements: input statement,
output statement, assignment statement, conditional statement, and loop statement; proceed to realize basic
idea of algorithm.
(3) Through reading cases of algorithms in ancient Chinese mathematics, realize the contribution of ancient
Chinese mathematics to mathematics development in the world.
2. Statistics (about 16 class hours)
(1) Random sampling

(i) Able to raise some valuable statistics problems in realistic everyday living and other subjects.

(ii) Combined with concrete practical problem contexts, comprehend the necessity and importance of
random sampling.
(iii) During processes of participating in statistical problem solving, students are able to use simple
random sampling method to draw samples from a population; through analyses of real cases,
familiarize with methods of stratified sampling and systematic sampling.

(iv) Able to collect data through methods such as experimentation, information search, and design of
questionnaire.
(2) Using sample to estimate population

(i) Realize through real examples the meanings and functions of distribution; during the processes
of sample data representation, students learn how to tabulate frequency distribution table, draw
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frequency distribution histogram, frequency line graph, stem-and-leaf diagram, and realize their
respective characteristics.

(ii) Through real examples comprehend the meanings and function of standard deviation of sample data;
learn how to calculate the standard deviation of data.
(iii) Able to select appropriate sample in accordance with the requirements of practical problems; able to
extract basic characteristics of numbers (e.g. mean, standard deviation) from sample data, and to put
forward an appropriate explanation.
(iv) During the process of solving statistical problem, move a step further to realize the idea of using
sample to estimate population; able to use sample frequency distribution to estimate population
distribution; able to use basic sample characteristics of numbers to estimate basic population
characteristics of numbers; begin to realize the randomness of sample frequency distribution and
characteristics of numbers.

(v) Able to use basic method of random sampling and idea of using sample to estimate population and
solve some simple practical problems; able to provide some evidences for informed decision by means
of data analysis.
(vi) Form consciousness of preliminary evaluation of processes related to data processing.
(3) Correlation of variables

(i) Through data collection of two variables related to each other encountered in realistic problems,
construct and use a scatter diagram to know intuitively the correlation relationship of the two
variables.

(ii) Involve in the use of different estimation method to describe the process of describing the
linear relationship of two variables; know the idea of least squares method; able to establish linear
regression equation in accordance with given coefficient formula of linear regression equation (see
Example 2).
3. Probability (about 8 class hours)

(1) In concrete situations and contexts, familiarize with the uncertainty of random events and stability of
frequencies; proceed to familiarize with the meaning of probability, as well as the difference between frequency
and probability.
(2) Through concrete examples, familiarize with the probability addition formula of two mutually exclusive
events.
(3) Through concrete examples, comprehend classical probabilistic model and the associated probability
computational formulae; able to use enumeration method to calculate the number of basic events in some
random events, and the probability that these events happened.
(4) Familiarize with the meanings of random numbers; able to deploy modeling methods (including
generation of random numbers to carry out modeling using calculators) to estimate probability; begin to
realize the meanings of geometric probabilistic models (see Example 3).
(5) Through reading materials, familiarize with the processes of knowing random phenomena by human being.
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Mathematics 4: Basic elementary function II (trigonometric function), vectors on a plane, trigonometric
identity transformation
1. Trigonometric Functions (about 16 class hours)

(1) Arbitrary degree, radian measures. Familiarize with concepts of arbitrary angles and the radian measure.
Able to convert from radian measures into degree measures, and vice versa.
(2) Trigonometric functions

(i) Make use of the unit circle to understand definition of trigonometric functions (sine, cosine, tangent)
of an arbitrary angle.
(ii) Make use of the directed line segments of trigonometric functions in the unit circle to derive the
induction formulae (sine, cosine, and tangent of π/2 ±α, π±α), able to draw the graphs of y = sin x, y =
cos x, y = tan x, familiarize with the periodicity of trigonometric functions.
(iii) Make use of graphs to understand the properties (such as monotonicity, maximum and minimum,
points of intersection with the x-axis) of sine function, cosine function on [0, 2π], and tangent
function on (-π/2, π/2).

(iv) Understand basic formulae relating trigonometric functions of the same angle: sin2x + cos2x = 1, sin x/
cos x = tan x.

(v) Using concrete real examples, familiarize with the practical meanings of y = Asin(ωx +φ); able to make
use of a calculator or computer to draw the graph of y = Asin(ωx +φ), and observe the influence of
parameters A, ω, and φ on changes of the graphs of functions.
(vi) Able to use trigonometric functions to solve some simple practical problems; realize that
trigonometric functions are important function models to describe phenomena of periodic changes.
2. Plane Vectors (about 12 class hours)

(1) Practical background of plane vectors and basic concepts through examples of force and its analyses,
students are familiar with the practical background of vectors; understand plane vectors and the meanings of
equality of two vectors, as well as understand geometric representation of vectors.
(2) Linear operation of vectors

(i) Through real examples, master operations of addition and subtraction of vectors, and to understand
their geometric meanings.
(ii) Through real examples, master operation of scalar multiplication of vectors and understand their
geometric meanings; understand meanings of collinearity of two vectors.
(iii) Familiarize with properties of linear operation of vectors and their geometric meanings.

(3) Basic theorems of plane vectors and their coordinate representation.

(i) Familiarize with basic theorems of plane vectors and their meanings.

(ii) Master orthogonal decomposition of plane vectors and their coordinate representation.
(iii) Able to use coordinates to represent operations of addition, subtraction and scalar
multiplication of plane vectors.

(iv) Understand the conditions under which two plane vectors, when represented using coordinates, are
collinear
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(4) Inner product of plane vectors

(i) Through real examples of “power” in physics, understand the meanings of inner product of plane
vectors, as well as the associated physical meanings.
(ii) Realize relationships of inner product of plane vectors with the projection of vectors.

(iii) Master coordinates representation of inner product; able to carry out operations of inner product of
plane vectors.

(iv) Able to use inner product to represent the included angle of two vectors; able to use inner product to
determine the perpendicular relationship of two plane vectors.
(5) Application of vectors. Involve in using method of vectors to solve some simple plane geometric problems,
as well as problems related to forces and processes pertaining to some practical problems. Students realize that
vector is a tool that may be used to solve geometric problems, physics problems, etc. Students develop abilities
of operations, as well as abilities of solving practical problems.
3. Trigonometric Identical Transformation (about 8 class hours)

(1) Involve in the process of deriving the cosine formula of difference of two angles using inner product of
vectors, and proceed further to realize the function of vector method.
(2) Using the cosine formula of difference of two angles, able to derive the sine, cosine, and tangent formulae
of sum and difference of two angles, as well as the sine, cosine, and tangent formulae of an angle that has been
doubled; familiarize with the interrelationships amongst them.
(3) Able to apply the above-mentioned formulae to carry out identical transformation (including guiding
students to derive transformation formulae involving product of trigonometric functions into sums and
differences, sums and differences of trigonometric functions into products, and trigonometric functions of
angle measures that have been halved. There is no need to memorize these formulae.)
Mathematics 5: Solution of a triangle, sequence, inequality
1. Solution of a Triangle (about 8 class hours)

(1) Through exploring the relationships of the length of the sides and the measure of the angles of any given
triangle, students master theorem of sine's and theorem of cosine's theorem, cosine theorem, and are able to
solve some simple metric problems for triangles.
2. Number Sequence (about 12 class hours)
(1) Concepts of number sequence and its simple method of representation through real examples in everyday
living, familiarize with concepts of number sequence and several simple methods of representation (tabulation,
graph, formula of general term); know that number sequence is a special kind of function.
(2) Arithmetic progression, geometric progression

(i) Through real examples, understand concepts of arithmetic progression and geometric progression.
(ii) Explore and master the formula of the general term of arithmetic progression and geometric
progression, as well as the formula of the sum of the first n terms.

(iii) Able to discover common difference and common ratio relationships in number sequences within
concrete problem contexts.

(iv) Realize the inter-relationships between arithmetic/geometric progressions with linear/exponential
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functions.
2. Inequalities (about 16 class hours)

(1) Unequal relationships through concrete situations and contexts, feel the existence of a large quantity of
unequal relationships in the realistic world and everyday living.
(2) Quadratic inequalities in one unknown.

(i) Involve in the process of abstracting model of quadratic inequalities in one unknown from practical
situations and contexts.
(ii) Through graphs of functions familiarize with the relationships of quadratic inequalities in one
unknown with the corresponding functions and equations.

(iii) Able to solve quadratic inequalities in one unknown; able to design the procedural block diagram of
the solution process given a quadratic inequality in one unknown.
(3) System of linear inequalities in two unknowns and simple linear programming problems.

(i) Abstract a system of linear inequalities in two unknowns from practical situations and contexts.

(ii) Familiarize with the geometrical meanings of linear inequality in two unknowns; able to use plane
regions to represent system of linear inequalities in two unknowns (see example 2).
(iii) Able to abstract some simple linear programming problems in two unknowns, and solve them
accordingly (see example 3).
(4) Basic Inequality: Square root of (ab) is less than or equal to a + b/2,~ (a, b both non-negative)
(i) Explore and familiarize with the proving process of the Basic Inequality.

(ii) Able to use Basic Inequality to solve simple maximum (or minimum) problems.
More advanced topics
* Series 1: Consists of 2 modules.

Optional Study 1-1: Common logic terminology, conic section and equation, derivative and its application.
Optional Study 1-2: Case studies of statistics, inference and proof, extension of number system and
introduction of complex number, block diagram.
*Series 2: Consists of 3 modules

Optional Study 2-1: Common logic terminology, conic section and equation, vectors in space and solid
geometry

Optional Study 2-2: Derivative and its application, inference and proof, extension of number system and
introduction of complex number
Optional Study 2-3: Principle of enumeration, case studies of statistics, probability
*Series 3: Consists of 6 special topics

Optional Study 3-1: Selected topics of history of mathematics
Optional Study 3-2: Information security and cryptogram
Optional Study 3-3: The geometry of the sphere
Optional Study 3-4: Symmetry and group
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Optional Study 3-5: Euler’s formula and classification of closed surfaces

Optional Study 3-6: Trisection of an angle and extension of a number field
*Series 4: Consists of 10 special topics

Optional Study 4-1: Selected topics of geometrical proofs
Optional Study 4-2: Matrix and transformation
Optional Study 4-3: Sequence and difference

Optional Study 4-4: Coordinates system and parametric equations
Optional Study 4-5: Selected topics of inequalities
Optional Study 4-6: Elementary number theory

Optional Study 4-7: Optimum seeking method and preliminary experimental design

Optional Study 4-8: Overall planning (critical path method) and preliminary graph theory
Optional Study 4-9: Risk and decision making

Optional Study 4-10: Switching circuits and Boolean algebra
Series 1 is meant for those students who wish to further themselves in the humanities and social sciences.
Series 2 is set up for those who are interested in science and technology, and economics. Contents of series 1
and series 2 are fundamental contents of the optional curriculum.
Series 3 and series 4 are meant for students who are wish to elevate their level of mathematical literacy.
Contents reflect important mathematical thinking that is helpful to build up foundational knowledge, increase
application awareness, is beneficial to life-long development and extension of mathematical perspectives, as
well as increase recognition of scientific, application, and cultural values of mathematics. Scope of the special
topics will be broadened as the curriculum develops.
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